The author maintains that the most important resource of the country is the unbounded intellectual power and creativity of its multi-million population, unlimited mental abilities of millions of creative people. Systemic democratization of property relations will serve as a basis for the formation of democratic and creative model of economic development of Russia and will set the scene for emergence of hosts of creative people. Key words: socio-economic model, unlimited intellectual resources, democratization of property relations, democratic model of economic progress, creative model of economic prosperity.
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TAX INCENTIVES FOR BUSINESS ENTERPRISES TO ENGAGE IN INNOVATIVE ACTIVITY AND RESEARCH IN CHINA
In the article the recent changes in the taxation system of China is investigated, with special attention being paid to the analysis of novations in the corporate income taxation schemes. The author focuses on the tax preferences encouraging the tax-paying enterprises to develop scientific research and innovations. The main beneficiaries of tax preferences in the business enterprise sector of the People's Republic of China are shown. The eligibility requirements for the enterprises, applying for special status and a corresponding certificate granting additional tax preferences, are disclosed. The influence of the state tax support to innovative enterprises on the research and development activity dynamics in the business enterprise sector of China is estimated. Кey words: tax incentives, tax preferences, innovative companies, foreign experience, China.
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MASS AND LEAN PRODUCTION
Having reduced the per-unit cost, mass production made the product available to the mass consumer, and changed working conditions in all sectors of the economy. But the maximum efficiency of this production method only can be achieved when paralleled by a continuously growing demand for the unified and standardized product. However, in the 1960-ies the limit of quantitative expansion of the market was reached. As a result, the efficiency of mass production began to fall, and the per-unit cost of the product began to grow. Currently, the so-called lean production system is often considered as an alternative to mass production. In spite of this, the author of the article concludes that these systems are not alternatives, but relate to particular cases of the scale of production with the appropriate minimums of average total costs. The article proposes a hypothesis that lean and mass production methods correspond to two phases of the company's development. It is assumed that the criterion for the transition from one system to another is the dynamics of the average mass production equipment workload and the complexity of production. Key words: lean manufacturing, mass production, lean production, worker rights, the average loading rate of mass production equipment, the labor intensity of a unit of production.
